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Proclamations

BY THE QUEEN
A PROCLAMATION DETERMINING THE SPECIFICATIONS AND
DESIGNS FOR A NEW SERIES OF TEN PENCE COINS IN GOLD,
SILVER AND NICKEL PLATED MILD STEEL ELIZABETH R. We
Whereas under section 3(1)(a), (b), (c), (cc), (cd), (d) and (dd) of the
Coinage Act 1971 We have power, with the advice of Our Privy
Council, by Proclamation to determine the denomination, the design
and dimensions of coins to be made at Our Mint, to determine the
weight and fineness of certain gold coins, the remedy to be allowed in
the making of such coins and their least current weight, and to
determine the weight and composition of coins other than gold coins
or coins of silver of Our Maundy money, and the remedy to be allowed
in the making of such coins, to provide for the manner of
measurement of the variation from the standard weight of coins, and
to determine the percentage of impurities which such coins may
contain:
And Whereas under section 3(1)(f) and (ff) of the Coinage Act 1971 We
have power, with the advice of Our Privy Council, by Proclamation to
direct that coins made at Our Mint other than gold, silver, cupro-nickel
and bronze coins shall be current and that any coin shall be legal
tender for the payment of any amount:
And Whereas it appears to Us desirable to order that there should be
made at Our Mint a new series of coins of the denomination of ten
pence in gold, silver and in nickel plated mild steel:
We, therefore, in pursuance of the said section 3(1)(a), (b), (c), (cc),
(cd), (d), (dd), (f) and (ff), and of all other powers enabling Us in that
behalf, do hereby, by and with the advice of Our Privy Council,
proclaim, direct and ordain as follows:
TEN PENCE GOLD COIN
1. (1) A new coin of gold of the denomination of ten pence shall be
made, being a coin of a standard weight of 12.659 grammes, a
standard diameter of 24.5 millimetres, a millesimal fineness of 916.66,
and being circular in shape.
(2) In the making of the said gold coin a remedy (that is, a variation
from the standard weight, diameter or fineness specified above) shall
be allowed of an amount not exceeding the following, that is to say:
(a) a variation from the said standard weight of an amount per coin of
0.03 grammes;
(b) a variation from the said standard diameter of 0.125 millimetres per
coin; and
(c) a variation from the said millesimal fineness of two per mille.
(3) The least current weight of the said gold coin shall be 12.5
grammes.
(4) The variation from the standard weight will be measured as the
average of a sample of not more than one kilogram of the coin.
TEN PENCE SILVER COIN
2. (1) A new coin of silver of the denomination of ten pence shall be
made being a coin of a standard weight of 6.5 grammes, a standard
diameter of 24.5 millimetres, a standard composition of 925 parts per
thousand fine silver, and being circular in shape.
(2) In the making of the said silver coin a remedy (that is, a variation
from the standard weight, diameter or composition specified above)
shall be allowed of an amount not exceeding the following, that is to
say:
(a) a variation from the said standard weight of an amount per coin of
0.06 grammes;
(b) a variation from the said standard diameter of 0.125 millimetres per
coin; and
(c) a variation from the said standard composition of five parts per
thousand fine silver.
(3) The variation from the standard weight will be measured as the
average of a sample of not more than one kilogram of the coin.
(4) The said silver coin shall be current and shall be legal tender for
the payment of any amount not exceeding five pounds in any part of
Our United Kingdom.
TEN PENCE NICKEL PLATED MILD STEEL COIN
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3. (1) A new coin of nickel plated mild steel of the denomination of ten
pence shall be made, being a coin of a standard weight of 6.5
grammes, a standard diameter of 24.5 millimetres, a standard
composition of ninety-four per centum copper and six per centum
nickel, and being circular in shape.
(2) In the making of the said nickel plated mild steel coin a remedy
(that is, a variation from the standard weight, diameter or composition
specified above) shall be allowed of an amount not exceeding the
following, that is to say:
(a) a variation from the said standard weight of an amount per coin of
0.2 grammes;
(b) a variation from the said standard diameter of 0.125 millimetres per
coin; and
(c) a variation from the said standard composition of an amount per
coin of four per centum of the coin as mild steel and four per centum
of the coin as nickel.
(3) The variation from the standard weight and composition shall be
measured as the average of a sample of not less than 100 coins but
not more than one kilogram of the coin.
(4) Impurities may be present in the nickel coating to the said nickel
plated mild steel coin in an amount not exceeding one per centum of
the said nickel coating (and, in respect of any coin, any such
impurities shall be treated as nickel for the purposes of sub-
paragraph (2)(c) above).
(5) The said nickel plated mild steel coin shall be current and shall be
legal tender for the payment of any amount not exceeding five pounds
in any part of Our United Kingdom.
DESIGN OF THE COINS
4. The design of the said ten pence gold, silver and nickel plated mild
steel coins shall be as follows:
‘For the obverse impression Our effigy with the inscription “·
ELIZABETH II · DEI · GRA · REG · F · D · TEN PENCE ·” and the date
of the year, and for the reverse either:
(a) a depiction of the Angel of the North and the letter A; or
(b) a view down a gun barrel with the James Bond logo and the letter
B; or
(c) a cricketer striking a ball and the letter C; or
(d) a depiction of a double-decker bus and the letter D; or
(e) a depiction of an English breakfast and the letter E; or
(f) a depiction of fish and chips and the letter F; or
(g) a globe with a marked line to indicate the Greenwich Meridian and
the letter G; or
(h) the badge of the Houses of Parliament and the letter H; or
(i) an ice cream cone and the letter I; or
(j) a depiction of the Gold State Coach and the letter J; or
(k) a depiction of King Arthur and the knights of the round table with
the letter K; or
(l) a depiction of the Loch Ness Monster and the letter L; or
(m) a Mackintosh and the letter M; or
(n) a stethoscope and the letter N to denote the National Health
Service; or
(o) a sprig of oak with an acorn and the letter O; or
(p) a postbox on a street and the letter P; or
(q) a depiction of people queuing through the letter Q; or
(r) a robin and the letter R; or
(s) a view of Stonehenge and the letter S; or
(t) a steaming tea pot and the letter T; or
(u) part of a Union Flag and the letter U; or
(v) a depiction of a village street and the letter V; or
(w) a spider’s web and the letter W; or
(x) a ship off the shore of a coast and the letter X; or
(y) a Yeoman Warder and a key with the letter Y; or
(z) a zebra crossing and the letter Z.
The coin shall have a grained edge.’
5. This Proclamation shall come into force on the ninth day of
February Two thousand and eighteen.
Given at Our Court at Buckingham Palace, this eighth day of February
in the year of Our Lord Two thousand and eighteen and in the sixty-
seventh year of Our Reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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